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ABSTRACT 
Mobile social network is a wireless network class, which is composed of mobile nodes which move around and share information 

with each other. In mobile social network the one sends information to another without having a definite end to end path. Let’s 

assume that nodes which are present have some contact estimation with other nodes present in the area, but actually the scenario 

is unknown. So for MSNs using probability we will be deciding the best node to pass on the information and avoid unnecessary 

replication which can make the process easier. This is done on validating the performance gains using analysis. A mobile social 

network (MSN) is a special kind of delay tolerant network (DTN) which has mobile nodes that move in the network and share 

information among each other through their short-distance wireless communication devices. The main characteristic of MSNs is 

that mobile nodes in the networks generally visit some locations like virtual throwbox frequently, while visiting other locations 

less frequently. 

 

KEYWORDS:  MSN(mobile social network), DTN(delay tolerant network) ,TTL(time to live), HS (Homing 

spread),proPHET(probabilistic routing protocol using history of encounters & transitive) 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Mobile social networks (MSNs) composing of mobile users that move around and use carried wireless 
devices to share the information via online social network services, such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. The latest 
update in the short-distance communication model in which messages are sent in the small region, has also been 
adopted by encountered mobile users in MSNs to share information such as media files, audio files having large 
memory requirement, etc., at a low cost. Such MSNs can be seen as a different kind of delay tolerant network 
(DTN) in MSNs. The first one is the knowledge-based routing algorithms; another category has zero-knowledge 
routing algorithms, which do not need any prior knowledge about the contact probabilities or social 
characteristics of nodes. 

The accuracy of the algorithm is low as the query results which we get as a result of any query search are 
correct only at the time of periodic updates, but not in between them or at any time of deviation. The updates are 
performed regardless of the existence of queries, even if a query is not present updates can take place, and a 
highly updated frequency may tend to improve the monitoring accuracy, but is at the cost of unnecessary 
updates and query reevaluation. The privacy issue is not taken into consideration by assuming that the clients 
are always willing to provide their exact positions to the server. Monitoring accuracy of the given algorithm is 
less, query results are correct ,at the time instance of query update but not in between the nodes. Location 
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updates are performed regardless of the existence of queries—a high frequency can help in improving the 
accuracy, but is at the cost of unnecessary updates and query reevaluation. Server workload using periodic 
update isunbalanced with time,it reaches the peak when updates arrive (they must arrive at the same time for 
correct results) and thus trigger query reevaluation, but is idle for the rest of the time. 

Privacy issue is ignored by assuming that the clients are always ready to provide their exact location to the 
server. In mobile social networks by using binary schemes for spreading the messages to the home and the 
encountered node is done. Encountered node will split the message using spray and wait, which will limit the 
copies. It follows binary splitting strategy to spread copies in to the network until one message holder 
encounters the destination. In MSNs Binary schemes for spreading the messages to the home and the 
encountered node is adopted. In binary scheme, will be applying set of algorithms to ensure that each node has 
only one message copy. If home comes in before the encountered node it will take all the copies and send one 
copy to the next encountered node. For tracking accuracy, optimal coordination strategy can be used including 
sensor selection and motion. Safe region computed so that query results remain valid for objects in safe regions. 
To maintain safe region object index, query index and query processor are used. When the object is out of 
frame, location updates are reduced. 

 
II.Related Works: 
A. Homing Spread Algorithm: 

An algorithm for the community homes in which one virtual throw box will be there in mobile social 
networks is already being proposed which is Homing Spread (HS) algorithm. The objective of homing spread is 
to minimize the delivery delay of nodes. In this, we consider a MSN which has a number of mobile nodes and 
many locations which are known as community homes. Real MSNs follow unbalanced visiting characteristics in 
which any node can visit any home in the network. Here two mobile social network aspects are taken into 
consideration: homogenous and heterogeneous. Homogeneous is the one in which all the nodes in the MSN 
share all of the h homes. While in heterogeneous, each node might have a different home set. In this, each node 
in network has a high probability of visiting nodes than homes. 

HS assigns a higher probability to homes so as to maximize the chance of the message node meeting the 
destination. Homing Spread consists of three different phases- homing, spreading and fetching. In the first 
phase, i.e. homing phase, copies are sent quickly to homes by the source. Once the first home is reached, all the 
copies are dumped into the throw box by the message holder, which includes the source. When a message 
holder meets another node at a normal location, it is known as roaming. In roaming, copies are split between the 
two nodes and both become message holders.The second phase is spreading. Here, homes which have multiple 
copies spread these copies to other homes and mobile nodes. The homes first spread the copies to the nodes by 
splitting them. Then each node receives a copy and spreads it to the next node.In the fetching phase, destination 
fetches the message from the node it meets, i.e. mobile node or home. 

 
B. Spray and Focus: 

Existing  spraying  scheme’s,  generate  and distribute i.e. spreads a small fixed amount of copies or 
forwarding data’s to a number of distinct points. 

Then, each point carries its copy until it finds any of the destinations or until the TTL (time-to-live)for any 
packet is valid. By having multiple data which are independent of each other and in parallel with the destination, 
these protocols create enough diversity in the exploration of the sparse connectivity graph more efficiently, and 
can find a short path-over-time to reach the destination and deliver data’s. These schemes are supposed to 
perform well in some scenarios, they need a high amount of mobility by network nodes to achieve the better 
performance. However, in many situations, the mobility of each and every node is limited to short span for the 
majority of time. Example of situation where local mobility might arise could be, that of a school campus, where 
most students and teachers generally stay or move locally within the buildings of the school for long time. 

To be more precise, consider the example of Spray and Wait scheme in such cases. This scheme has two 
phases: in the first phase it distributes a fixed number of copies to the first few nodes encountered, and in the 
second phase each of these nodes waits until it finds out the destination itself and is called ,Direct Transmission. 
It is not difficult to find out that, here this scheme would spray all its copies quickly to the node’s in the 
neighborhood, but then only few will be able to reach the destination. What else, if the network is not too 
concrete, there might exist the sub paths over which a message copy could be transmitted fast to the node closer 
to the destination. The schemes like Spray and Wait message copy will wait until it moves within range of the 
destination itself. The above mentioned problem could be solved if a good single copy scheme is used to further 
route a copy after it’s handed over to a node, scheme not like direct transmission that takes advantage of this 
method, With this concept in mind, we propose Spray and Focus, which is different from spray and wait, focus 
phase rather than waiting for the destination to be found, each node can forward its copy to a potentially more 
appropriate node, using a good utility based scheme. In the next few sections, protocol will be described in 
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detail, where things about MSNs and its efficiency will be taken into consideration. In the very next section the 
details about the architecture is discussed. 

 
Iii.System Description: 

 
 

Fig. 1: System Architecture 
 
A.System Architecture: 

Initially, the data is being sent from the source node into the wireless network and exchanges data with the 
encountered nodes or home. If the data from the source node visits home node before a mobile node, all the data 
will be copied into the home, and one copy will be sent back to the next node and next node will follow the 
same procedure again and if it gets node, the data’s will be sent. If the node visits encountered node, then one 
copy will be sent to the home and the rest of it will be split among the neighboring nodes. 

 
i. Binary schemes for spreading the messages to the home and the encountered node is adopted 
ii.  In this will be applying set of algorithms to ensure that each node has only one message copy 
iii.  If home  comes in before  the  encountered node it will take all the copies and send one copy to the 

next encountered node. 
One spreading scheme is a technique for spreading the message copies in the network, using one spreading 

scheme; we can spread the message copies from a home to the maximum number of nodes at the fastest speed. 
The MSNs support many promising and novel applications. Users can not only access internet but can also 
communicate to the closest node recent research efforts have been put on how to improve the communications 
among the MSN users in an community. Attribute, the eCPM allows the initiator to know the comparison result. 
The iCPM, in which the responder generates multiple copies of messages where two messages are generated for 
each category. 

 
Server performs search on the index for each component and sends back the corresponding encrypted bit 

vectors it makes by the respective like commend. 
 

B.Module Description: 
a) Explicit Comparison-based Profile Matching Module: 
The initiator gets the idea about the result through ePCM on basis of comparison if there is any difference 

in the responder’s value on the attribute. 
By the help of the comparison result user profile will be linked in some conditions. Then the study of 

anonymity risk level of the relation to the pseudonym change for the consecutive eCPM runs. 
b) Implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching Module: 
iCPM protocol is proposed through which the responder generates multiple message copies and two 

messages are generated for each individual category. 
Each run initiator can have only one value. At the start of process, the responder does not know the 

category of the initiator’s interest. To receive which message in which category is dependent on the comparison 
result of a specified attribute the responder needs to know about the message. The responder also does not know 
which message the initiator receives and the initiator cannot derive the comparison result from the messages 
received. The analysis is provided to prove the effectiveness of the iCPM, and also show that the iCPM achieves 
full anonymity. 

 
c) Query Search: 

The specific application of the proposed similarity searchable encryption scheme is provided to clarify its 
mechanism. Server performs search on each index component and sends back the corresponding encrypted bit 
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vectors it made by the respective commands. Finally, we illustrate the performance of the proposed scheme with 
the empirical analysis on a real data.

 
d) Privacy Preserving Module: 

Privacy preservation is one of the significant research issue in social networking. Since more and more 
personalized information is shared with the public, violating the privacy of a target user is becoming much 
easier. Three different protocols are propose
conditional anonymity, detailed anonymity analysis is provided which shows the relation between pseudonym 
change and anonymity variation. For the iCPM and the iPPM having full anonymity, with the us
protocols we try to show that use of these protocols do not affect user anonymity level and users are completely 
able preserve their privacy. All these modules are used to implement the system, the main module is the MSN in 
which all the operations is being carried out. The result of these modules is that we can match the profile of the 
nodes which is being encountered and thus find out the similarity and dissimilarity , the search is done on the 
basis of explicit and implicit comparison module, 
node. 

 
C.Workflow Diagram: 

 

Fig. 2: Workflow Diagram 
 
In the fig.2, the whole scenario of the msn is represented, initially the network for the process to be carried 

out is created and then the source node starts its functions and looks for the node in the area. Once it encounters 
any node , source node sends the data to the encountered node and if home is encountered all the nodes are 
stored and only one is sent back, by following binary sp
if there is no further encountered nodes the last node becomes the destination.

 
IV.Proposed Algorithm: 

An optimal coordination strategy which includes sensor selection and sensor motion are propose
maximize the tracking accuracy. In particular, by utilizing the properties of objective function fully, the 
variables and search space of the original optimization problem can be reduced to a significant amount. Based 
on this reduction technique, three algorithms are designed, respectively, for the following:

 
1) efficient task sensors selection;
2) Reduction on combinations of task sensors; and
3) Efficient search of optimal sensor motion. As to obtain efficiency, the framework significantlyreduces 

the location updates. If the user in the frame updates will be sent , or the updates will be disconnected.
 
A. Mathematical Model: 

The binary scheme can spread x message copies to the maximum number of nodes before reaching to home, 
and suppose there are ‘n-1’ nodes in the network .If all of the nodes have same number of homes i.e.

 
Hi=Hj……………..Hn=h, 
 
then the expected delay is 1/ ‘ h’ It is assumed that the inter

between a node and a community home follows exponential 
specifically Λ>Cλ), respectively. Copies
visiting the home is 1/ Λ, then for n-
to receive a copy, denoted by Di h, satisfies:
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, three algorithms are designed, respectively, for the following: 

Efficient search of optimal sensor motion. As to obtain efficiency, the framework significantlyreduces 
ocation updates. If the user in the frame updates will be sent , or the updates will be disconnected. 

The binary scheme can spread x message copies to the maximum number of nodes before reaching to home, 
nodes in the network .If all of the nodes have same number of homes i.e. 

meeting time between any two nodes and 
distributions with parameters λ and Λ (Λλ, more 

, the expected delay for this node 
. Moreover, the expected delay of the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ k) node 
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Di h = i∑ j=1/ n − j · 1 /Λ (ii) The corresponding expected delays are 
 
1 (n−1)λ + 1 (n−2)λ and 1 (n−1)
i-th (1≤i≤k) node to receive a copy, denoted by Di n,
i 
satisfies:  Di n =∑ log 2 
j=0 
1/ n − i /2j · 1/ λ. (iii) From both we can
conclude that Din >Dih. 
The algorithms that has been used here are 
1. Epidemic 
2. ProPHET Routing Protocol
3. COORD 
 
 

a)Epidemic: 
Epidemic algorithms follows simpler rules to spread useful information by just having a local view of the 

environment. These algorithms are easily implemented and guarantee us message propagation in heterogeneous 
environment and not all the time coherent environments .
exists, a set of interactive and communicating units. These units with the use of specific rules et which defines 
how to spread an important information that might be of interest to the other participating 
absolutely affected by the design of the algorithm and can be chosen freely.

Epidemic routing is flooding-
messages to all newly discovered contacts that do not 
techniques are used so as to limit the total message transfers. Epidemic routing helps in synchronization of 
distributed data, and rumor mongering technique can be directly applied to routing.

Flowchart. 1: Epidermic Routing 
 

b)ProPHET Routing Protocol: 
PRoPHET is one of the variant of the epidemic routing protocol for the 

connected. ProPHET operates by pruning the epidemic distribution tree to its minimized resource usage value 
while still attempting to achieve the best case routing capabilities. This protocol is intended for use in sparse 
mesh networks where one cannot be sure that a fully connected path between the source and destination existed 
,by rendering traditional routing protocols we can deliver messages between hosts. These networks are examples 
of networks where there is always a
underlying capabilities of network (networks often referred to as Delay

Epidemic routing is defined particularly as resource hungry because it makes no
replications that would be eventually increase the delivery probability of messages. This strategy is only 
effective when the opportunistic encounters between the nodes are random, but in real time situations, 
encounters are never random. Data Mules (mostly associated with a human) tend to move in a society and 
accordingly have greater probabilities of meeting certain Mules than others. The Probabilistic Routing Protocol 
uses History of Encounters and Transitivity (PRoPHET) protocol 
exploit the non-randomness of the several real
its successful delivery to the known destinations in the DTN (delivery predictabilities) and only 
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andom. Data Mules (mostly associated with a human) tend to move in a society and 
accordingly have greater probabilities of meeting certain Mules than others. The Probabilistic Routing Protocol 
uses History of Encounters and Transitivity (PRoPHET) protocol makes use of an algorithm that attempting to 

randomness of the several real-world encounters by maintaining a proper set of probabilities for 
its successful delivery to the known destinations in the DTN (delivery predictabilities) and only 
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based in nature, with the continuous replication of nodes they transmit 
possess a similar copy of the message. Many sophisticated 

techniques are used so as to limit the total message transfers. Epidemic routing helps in synchronization of 

networks which are intermittently 
connected. ProPHET operates by pruning the epidemic distribution tree to its minimized resource usage value 
while still attempting to achieve the best case routing capabilities. This protocol is intended for use in sparse 
mesh networks where one cannot be sure that a fully connected path between the source and destination existed 
,by rendering traditional routing protocols we can deliver messages between hosts. These networks are examples 

disparity between the latency requirements of particular application and the 
Tolerant). 
 attempt in eliminating 

replications that would be eventually increase the delivery probability of messages. This strategy is only 
effective when the opportunistic encounters between the nodes are random, but in real time situations, 

andom. Data Mules (mostly associated with a human) tend to move in a society and 
accordingly have greater probabilities of meeting certain Mules than others. The Probabilistic Routing Protocol 

makes use of an algorithm that attempting to 
world encounters by maintaining a proper set of probabilities for 

its successful delivery to the known destinations in the DTN (delivery predictabilities) and only replicates the 
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messages during opportunistic encounters if the Mule that does not have the better chance at delivering the 
message. 

Adaptive algorithms are being used to determine the delivery predictabilities of each Mule. The Mule 
stores delivery predictabilities for each known destination If the Mule has not stored a predictability value for a 
destination is assumed to be zero. 

 
c)Coord: 

In COORD the concept is that the redundancy can be reduced by using this technique and by taking into 
account not only into account the perception of highest utility network but also the highest utility as perceived 
by other suitable nodes. This way the nodes coordinate their own replicative decisions in order to avoid packet 
replications and thus achieve a more efficient and reliable replication process. Here The Coordinated Delegation 
Forwarding (COORD) algorithm is proposed which states the above mentioned functionality by allowing certain 
nodes to exchange their views on the replication process issue. Without any additional cost since the required 
information can be used replace the utility values which are exchanged during a contact. It is also important to 
note that COORD is generic in the sense that it can only be implemented on the top of particular utility metric. 
The performance gains of COORD are validated through analysis as well as extensive simulations using traces 
of real world networks. With the use of COORD we show that it can be used to reduce the routing cost without 
minimizing the performance and that this is true for all utility metric. 

 
V.Performance Analysis 
A. Performance evaluation of PRoPHET routing protocol: 

The new improved PRoPHET routing protocol is a improvised version of epidermic protocol . The main 
idea behind the proposed routing protocol list to increase the rate of delivery of messaged in the early phase 
.Before going into the detailed operations, new notations are defined :Nm is the rate at which messages being 
forwarded At the generation of message m the value of Nm is initialized at 0. If the current node is a source 
node, Nm for a message m means that the source node forwarded Nm copies to other nodes. If the current node 
is not a source node then, the initial value of at the new node is set to the current value of the previous node. 

nm is threshold forwarding counter of message . Hm is hop counter of message at the node being 
processed, which is defined as the total number of hops that a message has traversed along with the 
forwarding path from a source node to the current node. If the current node is a source node, Hm for a 
message m is initialized at. 

 

 
Graph 1: Delivery rate of nodes 

 
B.Coordinated Threshold: cTp,t: 

The highest utility value among the nodes that carry a packet p which is known to node v at time t can be 
computed in the table as follows: 

In the above table all the specified or expected values of the nodes meeting the other nodes is mentioned 
and thus in the graph.2 the interconnection between the nodes are shown from which, the values of the 
coordinated threshold is calculated. In the above table we calculate the contact probability by taking the values 
specified into the consideration. In this way hm is threshold hop counter of message the coordinated threshold 
values of the all nodes are calculated and thus put up in the table 
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Table 1: coordinated threshold values 
time v u Uv Uu  ctUv ctUu vp Up 
          
T1 s a 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 
          
T2 s b 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 
          
T3 s c 0.2 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.9 
          
T4 s a 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.7 
          
T5 a i 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.2 0.3 
          
T6 i e 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.9 

 
Conclusion: 

In this paper the concept of transferring data’s is implemented and all other aspects and related works of 
Mobile social Network, where routing is done in the some nearby nodes for which zero knowledge based 
algorithm is used which assigns priority to homes and hence spreads message. . The section is there where the 
related work regarding is discussed Apart from this we have used COORD to avoid necessary replication and 
PROPHET to improve probability of search. The result shows that the performance of the proposed algorithm is 
better than the existing one and future aspects are, that the work can be extended for the different MSNs 
network. 
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